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Charge controller DC/AC for Quantum - Accessories for
CH distributor/collector LR SES

Glen Dimplex
LR SES
371350
4015627371354 EAN/GTIN

122,71 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

DC/AC charge controller for Quantum LR SES Digital electronic DC/AC charge controller for Quantum thermal storage tanks VFR and FSR. Compatible with the Smart Eco
System in conjunction with SES KM 1. Connection to conventional central charging control with DC (0.91-1.43 V) or AC control signal (AC voltage 230 V, % ED). The AC
control system can be adapted to all common control signals with a jumper. Potentiometer (charging intensity) 10 k? included.
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